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Modular systems made in France.

Quark



The origins

Superorganic finish
Hay and roses petals

Quark

Born in 2021 during the pandemic, Quark is a basic answer to a major need : 
How to adapt to constant change ?

The pegboard appears as a durable, effective, and creative solution providing 
infinite flexibility and adaptability to each of our daily needs.



FOJO

Quark
Tidying up 2.0

The pegboard is a powerful 
visual tool allowing to highlight 
what matters to us

A smart system makes every day easier : Tidying up, moving or using things 
should be instantaneous and effortless.

Our goal : Facilitate interaction with objects around us, decrease the mental 
load related to organization and offer a simple and clever system based on 
visual organization in order to recover vital energy and time to create. 



Pegboards - Colors

Blue

Yellow

Dark Grey

Black

Chocolate

Light Grey

Mint

Red

Kaki

Orange

Natural Wood - Birch

Natural Wood - Pine
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Natural Wood - Birch

Natural Wood - Pine

Blue

Yellow

Dark Gray

Black

Chocolate

Light Gray

Mint

Red

Kaki

Orange  

189€

189€

199€

179€

48 cm

96 cm

48 cm

48 cm

Natural Wood - Birch

Natural Wood - Pine

Blue

Yellow

Dark gray

Black

Chocolate

Light Gray

Mint

Red

Kaki

Orange  

89€

89€

99€

79€

Rectangular boards can 
be installed horizontally or 
vertically.

Standard Sizes
Incl. Taxes - Incl. EU delivery
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Bespoke pegboards - Prices

B (cm)

Natural Wood - Birch

Natural Wood - Pine

Blue

Yellow

Dark Gray

Black 0,05 x A x B : price in € Taxes incl.

Carving (optional) : 49€
 
Volume discounts :- 5% from 5000€ TTC

-10% from 10000€ TTC
-15% from 20000€ TTC

0,06 x A x B : price in € Taxes incl.

0,04 x A x B : price in € Taxes incl.

A (cm)

Chocolate

Light Gray

Mint

Red

Kaki

Orange
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Mobile partition wall
Double sided space partition - steel frame on wheels.
Options : Acoustic treatment / Whiteboard marker panel / frame color

from 1490€ TTC
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Self-Standing Pegboards
Self-Standing bases fixed or on wheels From 79€ VAT Incl.

Quark



Bespoke layouts 
Shapes, colors, carvings

Quark



Bespoke panels
Shapes, colors, carvings

Quark



Signage
Quark pegboards are particularly suited to signage uses. We develop visual 
communication solutions hand in hand with our customers to answer all kinds of needs.

Quark



Signage

Quark
Prints with eyelets spaced out by multiples of 30mm



Lettering

Quark
Bespoke colors and fonts



Logotyping

Quark
Bespoke colors and fonts 



Research and development

R&D is part of Quark’s DNA. We continuously develop new products to widen 
Quark’s Ecosystem.

The Quark team works hands in hands with the customers to develop 
specific accessories fulfilling specific needs. In most cases, a first prototype 
is shown to the client within 1-2 business days. The customer follows the 
product devlopment from A to Z and gets live updates from the workshop 
through instant messaging.

Quark



Sound Systems

To answer some customer’s needs, Quark has developed a range of Bluetooth 
audio speakers. 

A High Quality electronic card was developed internally and allows to produce 
powerful and accurate sound systems for our customers.
Quark offers fully customizable speakers, from shape to colour, including 
textures and logotyping.

Quark



Bluetooth speaker with custom logotyped cover 
Made in our workshop in Paris, France.
High-Fidelity Speaker made in Italy. 
Compatible Bluetooth 5 and Airplay.

from 149€ H.T

Sound Systems

Quark



Local production

All Quark products are designed and produced in our Workshop based in 
Paris 19th district. 

We exclusively work with locally sourced wood species. Our solid wood comes 
from responsibly harvested french forests and our wooden panels are 
produced within the European Union. 

BecauseBecause of its local setting, and internalised production, the Quark team can 
ensure unmatched quality and a quick supply that is not subject to international 
crises.

This enables on-demand production, avoiding overproduction waste and 
easing a fully bespoke experience.  
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The team

Quark has grown since the official launch by Pierre-Axel and Roman in 2020. 
Angèle has joined the executive team in 2021, and the Quark Workshop now 
accounts for 9 staff of various skills and backgrounds.

From Woodworking to graphic design, from coding to community 
management, the team grows a little bigger every day. 

OurOur Goal : Keeping our customers delighted, so that they keep talking about 
us, and for the Quark way of life to continue and spread in the workplace as 
well as at home, in order to make our living places spaces of experimentation, 
play and creation.

Quark



Pegboards - Technical Specifications

Holes Diameter : 6.1 mm

Weight (Natural Wood - Birch) : 14kg/m2

Weight (Natural Wood - Pine) : 9kg/m2

Weight (Coloured pegboards) : 15kg/m2

Max. Admissible Load : 8kg/hole or 60kg/m2

Panel Thickness (Natural Wood - Birch) : 18mm
Panel Thickness (Natural Wood - Pine) : 18mm
Panel Thickness (ColouPanel Thickness (Coloured pegboards) : 19mm

Vertical Distance : 30 mm

Horizontal Distance : 30 mm
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Pegboards - Installation 1/2
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Pegboards - Installation 2/2
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